Demographic Methods And Concepts
great basic primer for people unfamiliar with Demographic methods, which haven’t changed a whole
heck of a lot in a while. Doesn’t have instructions for a Multiple Decrement Life Table, if that’s your
jam.

As a public health professional, I highly recommend this book by Donald Rowland to provide
information about essential methods in demography in a format that is very interesting and easy to
read. Dr. Rowland’s name came up again and again during a class that I took on this subject - so
many times that I decided that purchasing this book was no longer an option. Because an
understanding of demography is critical for those interested in public health (and many of the other
social sciences), I highly recommend this book to students, to researchers and to the population in
general.

Needed this for a demographics class and this is a good reference to a lot of the general techniques
and practices associated with demographics. Very interesting if interested in how demographics are
found/calculated.

I’m a demographer and this is one of my favorite demography books. Really complete, and the
layout is great. Lots of examples and easy to understand. Love this book from Rowland.
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